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Abstract

   The Distributed Registry Protocol (DRiP) allows a set of nodes to
   implement a decentralized registry function.  This document explores
   how Telephone Related Information (TeRI) Records can be shared by
   DRiP, and a decentralized registry approaches the operations
   necessary to assign, provision, and route for telephone numbers.
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1.  Introduction

   The Distributed Registry Protocol (DRiP) [I-D.wendt-modern-drip] is a
   protocol that enables a distributed set of nodes to synchronize
   information in real-time with a minimal amount of delay.  DRiP
   assumes a peer-to-peer gossip network that shares key-value pairs.
   The protocol is intended to carry information related to personal
   communication, including identifiers like telephone numbers and
   related identity information about the participants in communication.

   The Telephone Related Information [I-D.peterson-modern-teri]
   information model provides a framework for distributing Records that
   convey service or administrative data about telephone numbers.  TeRI
   Records are signed by entities such as CSPs or Registrars who possess
   credentials which enable relying parties to trust that Records have
   been created or modified by the appropriate parties for a particular
   telephone number, such as STIR [RFC8226] certificates.  In TeRI
   parlance, anyone holding such a credential attesting authority over
   telephone number resources is called an "Authority."  TeRI Records
   containing service data provide routing information for telephone
   numbers, and may be retrieved from local caches, remote services, or
   even a distributed network, as relying parties trust Authorities
   rather than services.  The TeRI Record format therefore seems
   suitable for distribution via DRiP.

   Following the MODERN framework [I-D.ietf-modern-problem-framework],
   TeRI usages for centralized registries support three fundamental
   operations on telephone numbers: acquisition, management, and
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   retrieval.  There are at a high level a couple of potential ways to
   approach using TeRI with DRiP: for example, the gossip protocol could
   be used as a transport layer to pass client-server requests to what
   is effectively a centralized Authority that actually creates and
   signs TeRI Records; or, more interestingly, nodes in the gossip
   network might all act as Authorities, possessing credentials that
   enable them to create and sign TeRI Records themselves and then vote
   on their validity to prevent conflicts and race conditions.  The
   possibility of a decentralized registry based on the latter principle
   largely motivates this exploration of the intersection between TeRI
   and DRiP.

   This initial draft explores some key use cases for TeRI over DRiP,
   and how they differ from the use cases already given in the baseline
   MODERN framework [I-D.ietf-modern-problem-framework].

2.  Terminology

   In this document, the key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED",
   "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT
   RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" are to be interpreted as
   described in [RFC2119].

3.  Use Cases

3.1.  Assumptions

   It is assumed in the MODERN system that before any actor can interact
   with a Registry, a Credential Authority provides certificate
   credentials to individual actors corresponding to their identity and
   role: such as the CSPs and Users of the MODERN framework
   [I-D.ietf-modern-problem-framework].  For the purposes of this
   document, we assume those credentials are STIR [RFC8226] certificates
   associated with telephone number blocks that can be managed by the
   distributed Registry.

   These use cases explore the possibility that there could be more than
   one distinct administrative entity who holds credentials authorizing
   them to generate TeRI Records for the same numbering resources:
   effectively, that set of Authorities functions as a distributed
   Registry.  Imagine, for example, that in the North American Numbering
   Plan an experimental area code were created that enabled any CSP
   authorized by the distributed Registry to reserve a new telephone
   number on a first come first serve basis - with some policy controls.

   For these use cases we assume that a policy governs the acquisition
   of telephone numbers in the distributed Registry.  For example, there
   could be a financial cost of acquiring numbers that goes up
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   dramatically if CSPs acquire resources too greedily; or
   alternatively, there could be some policy enforcement of the ratio of
   allocated to assigned numbers a CSP has claimed to maintain an agreed
   reasonable level of number inventory per CSP.  In the DRiP gossip
   network, there could moreover be a "policy node" that simply votes
   "no" when new TeRI Records that conflict with the policy are
   propagated.  These initial use cases are however "sunny day" cases
   where we assume that CSPs scrupulously adhere to policy.

3.2.  CSP Acquires a Block

   In the following case, a CSP performs acquires a block of telephone
   numbers, placing it under their control using their credentials.

   First, assume that a Numbering Authority has unallocated number
   blocks that are eligible for allocation, and that these resources
   have been made available to the distributed Registry.

   Then, a CSP participating in the distributed Registry declares its
   intention to allocate one such block of Numbers.  In centralized
   MODERN architectures, the CSP would send a TeRI acquisition operation
   query to the Registry, and receive a Record for the Block (along with
   associated credentials) from the Registry response.  In this
   distributed architecture, the CSP simply creates a new administrative
   TeRI Record for the block and signs it with its own credential.  It
   then propagates that Record through the gossip network.  If no node
   in the network votes against the Record, it is cached by all nodes,
   and that Record becomes a new administrative Record for that block.

   Note that per the MODERN framework
   [I-D.ietf-modern-problem-framework], a CSP can act directly as a
   Registrar itself, or it can use a third-party Registrar to effect
   these transactions.

3.3.  CSP Acquires a Single Number

   In the following case, a CSP acquires a single available number in a
   block.  Imagine, for example, that a new freephone area code 8yy were
   allocated in the North American Numbering Plan that allowed any
   Responsible Organization to acquire numbers on a first-come-first-
   serve basis under some governing policy.

   First, assume that there are numbers under 8yy available for
   assignment.

   Then, a CSP acting as a RespOrg participating in the distributed
   Registry declares its intention to allocate and assign a number to a
   customer.  In this distributed architecture, the CSP simply creates a
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   new administrative TeRI Record for the individual TN and signs it
   with its own credential, marking it as assigned.  It then propagates
   that Record through the gossip network.  If no node in the network
   votes against the Record, it is cached by all nodes, and that Record
   becomes a new administrative Record for that block.

3.4.  CSP Assigns a Single Number within its Block

   In the following case, a CSP had already allocated a block to itself
   per Section 3.2.  Now, it intends to assign a single number in that
   block.

   In centralized MODERN architectures, the CSP would contact the
   Registry with a TeRI management operation, notifying the Registry
   that the number's status had changed to assigned.  In this
   distributed Registry, the CSP creates a new TeRI record for that
   individual number, marking it as assigned, signs it, and then
   propagates that Record through the gossip network.

   The same would apply for marking a sub-block within the block as
   assigned: the CSP creates a new TeRI record for that individual sub-
   block, marking it as assigned, signs it, and then propagates that
   Record through the gossip network.

3.5.  Number Porting

   The most difficult use cases for the distributed Registry are ones
   where control of resources has been allocated or assigned to one CSP
   but must now move to a new CSP.  Number portability is the most
   common cause of this, though various other business reasons might
   result in changes of control over allocated and/or assigned numbers.

   Suppose that CSP B has allocated and assigned a block to itself, and
   that TeRI records for that block are cached throughout the gossip
   network.  Now, CSP A declares its intention to assign a particular TN
   within the block of CSP B.  CSP A does so by creating a new TeRI
   Record for the number which CSP A signs, allocating the number to
   itself and marking it as assigned.  As this Record propagates through
   the gossip network, CSP B recognizes this transaction and does not
   vote "no", in effect authorizing the transfer.  If CSP B's customer
   were not porting the number to CSP A, then CSP B would vote "no."

   From a policy oversight perspective, this could require a "policy
   node" or similar actor in the network to make sure it is not abused.
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4.  Identity Elements in TeRI

   [Future versions of this specification will explore extensions to
   baseline TeRI for DRiP use cases.]
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6.  IANA Considerations

   This document contains no instructions for the IANA.

7.  Security Considerations

   TBD.
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